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Polished Cow Horns
Raw Horns, polished, white for scrimshaw, or mottled colors:

Our scrimshaw quality horns are cleaned, sanded and polished, but 
not ruined by excess buffing. We prefer the hand scraped satin appear-
ance of old horns. Rub the horn, lengthwise, with 0000 steel wool, or 
abrasive cleanser to reduce the shine. Rub along the grain direction, 
like wood. Dimensions are for the longest arc, measured around the 
outside of the curve of the horn. White horns are prized for scrimshaw 
 engraving. Most cow horns are darker mottled colors.

White horns are scarce, not always available from stock. Check our 
web site for In-Stock status, at www.trackofthewolf.com

Small Horn, about 6 to 8” arc, for priming horn.
#Horn-P-SW horn, small, 6 to 8” arc, mostly white  only $21.99
#Horn-P-SS horn, small, 6 to 8” arc, mottled dark only $13.99

 Medium Horn, about 8 to 10” arc, for day horn.
#Horn-P-MW horn, medium, 8 to 10”, mostly white only $23.99
#Horn-P-MS horn, medium, 8 to 10”, mottled dark only $21.99

 Large Horn, about 10 to 14” arc, for powder horn.
#Horn-P-LW horn, large, 10 to 14”, mostly white only $25.99
#Horn-P-LS horn, large, 10 to 14”, mottled dark only $18.99

Ugly Horn, odd shaped, or clipped tip .........................#Horn-Ugly
 Make flask horns, flat horns, buttons, combs, inlays, turnings or 
practice your horn carving or scrimshaw engraving on these horns. 
Not always available, limited supply
#Horn-Ugly oddly shaped or flawed raw horn only $ 2.50

Create a fine early American powder horn, following the step-
by-step color photographs in this book by Scott & Cathy Sibley. 
#Book-R18CPH Recreating 18C Powder Horn only $19.95
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Flint Priming Valves ........................................................#PV-1 or 3
Our brass priming valves have a knurled body, which may be glued 

to your wood, horn, or antler flask. Drill deep enough to hold a quantity 
of priming powder. The valve unscrews, to allow filling through the 
body. Use FFFFg black powder for priming only.
#PV-1 1 grain valve, for 7/32” hole only $  6.99
#PV-3 3 grain valve, for 9/32” hole  only $  6.99

Flint Priming Flasks ......................................#Flask-PP-3, 4 or FF
Brass flasks for FFFFg powder. Our smallest flask dispenses about 

3 grains for pistols or rifles. Our largest flask dispenses 4 grains for 
rifles, fusils or muskets. Our hunter’s flask has a free flow valve.
#Flask-PP-3 throws 3 grains of FFFFg  only $12.99
#Flask-PP-4 throws 4 grains of FFFFg only $13.99
#Flask-PP-FF with free-flow valve for FFFFg only $12.99

Flint Priming Valve, for powder flask ........#SP-PV3 or #SPS-PV3
Priming valve for a Colt size flask, or Pocket flask using the smaller 

spout. The valve is used by removing the flask valve spring, locking 
the flask valve open and threading the priming valve into the spout 
hole. Designed for FFFFg black powder only, it throws about 3 grains.
#SP-PV-3 for Colt and large flasks, 10-1mm threads   $6.50
#SPS-PV-3 for Pocket and small flasks, 8-75mm threads $6.50

Percussion Nipple Priming Flask .....................#Primer-B
This tiny flask dispenses priming powder  directly into the 

nipple, to clear a misfire. It must be filled with very finely 
granulated black powder. The inside cone shape fits all nipple 
sizes. For clearing misfires, only.
#Primer-B nipple primer, brass only $10.99

Tiny Priming Flask .......................................#Flask-Tiny-P
Our tiny priming flask has a copper body and a Sykes patent 

head with spring-loaded release lever. The head unscrews 
from its brass collar for easy filling. Measures 3-1/8” overall.
#Flask-Tiny-P tiny priming flask only $24.99
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